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.Q: Parsing Java source code in the browser I am trying to build a webpage that parses source code and then shows the user the
syntax tree. It just needs to be a one-time thing. I am trying to just to the basic thing that is required for this to work: Tutorial

Hello World! p { background-color: green; } I would like the web page to display this code as above. It should work in Internet
Explorer and Chrome, but I am not concerned about cross-browser compatibility. I have done some searching, and the primary
idea that I have in mind is to do a form of XMLHttpRequest and then process the file. My problem with this is that it is a one-
time thing, since I do not really need the source code to keep for repeated retrieval. I suppose one other idea is to write some
Java code which does a simple HTML parsing of the HTML page and then write out the new source code. Any thoughts on

these two methods? A: If you want to do parsing on client side, you would have to use some Javascript. The most popular and
straightforward way of doing that is to make an Ajax request to some site returning the source code (you can do it on the server,
but you would have to have the original file). You might not be able to access the source code, if it is on the server, in a secure

environment, and I don't think it's possible to achieve the kind of simplicity you want to have with plain XMLHttpRequest.
Once you have the source code, use a Javascript library to do the parsing (or write some yourself). There are lots of options on

the web for that. If you don't want to write your own, try something like this: Another option: 3e33713323
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